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Freeing the Information in 
Corporate Knowledge Silos

E veryone wishes for an enterprise search fairy tale. Searchers want 
speedy, accurate, and timely responses to their queries. Adminis-

trators want the behind-the-scenes technology to work as advertised. 
Managers want search to be cost-effective. It shouldn’t be necessary 
to rub Aladdin’s lamp and summon a genie who will grant three 
wishes to achieve enterprise search satisfaction. Nor should it require 
a prince’s kiss to Sleeping Beauty to make it happen. It might, how-
ever, need a hero to dislodge dragons hoarding piles of gold in their 
caves or to free a royal personage held captive in a tower.

The metaphorical gold within enterprises is the important 
information hidden within silos. These towers from which 
information needs to be freed have existed for years, dating back 
to when folders filled with paper documents were jammed into 
physical filing cabinets and accessible only to a few employees. 
Knowledge loss was considered normal then, if anyone gave 
it much thought at all, but digitization and intelligent search 
revolutionized the perception of discoverability of previously 
unreachable stores of knowledge. 

VILLAINS AND HEROES OF SEARCH
A standard element of fairy tales is the villain—and in an 

enterprise search scenario, it’s the silos that fulfill that role rather 
than an evil king or wicked stepmother. And it’s not a princess 
whom the hero rescues, it’s everyone relying on search to effec-
tively do their jobs. If a story line involved a proverbial “knight in 
shining armor” traveling aimlessly from one cave to another hop-
ing one of them might contain gold, not only would that knight 
not be considered heroic, readers of the tale would quickly lose 
interest. Employees trying one data silo after another, desperately 
seeking information, are frustrated, tired, and unproductive. Not 
what any organization desires.

The hero in the enterprise search scenario is collaborative 
innovation. Look closer at how collaborative innovation plays out 
within the enterprise and you’ll notice that the real heroes are the 
people who spark innovative thinking through collaborative efforts. 
Their efforts to break down knowledge silos have real, measurable 
value to organizations. Just think of companies that have lost the 
plot, along with their chances of survivability. Sticking to outmoded 
business models, old-fashioned product lines, and archaic infra-
structure is not a recipe for success stories. 

Knowledge silos are generally conceived as warehouses of dis-
crete information. But people can also be siloed. Finding experts 
with knowledge in their heads rather than written down is just as 
valuable, if not more, than discovering documents, spreadsheets, 
or official memos. Perhaps their knowledge has been revealed 
through informal social media channels such as Microsoft Teams 
or Yammer, threads of which may be locked away in silos. Or they 
are only findable through networking with others in the organiza-
tion, an iteration on “I know a guy who knows a guy  
who knows…” 

INNOVATION AND DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Central to innovation, and much touted recently, is the notion of 

digital transformation. Creating new value from insights gained by 
freeing the information in multiple silos is core to digital transforma-
tion. Seeing patterns in a multitude of sources across the enterprise 
reveals areas of customer need, suggestions for new product lines, new 
ways to streamline workflows, and much more. Stumbling over experts 
in different departments or geographic regions leads to innovative 
strategic alliances. Realizing that similar work is being done in multiple 
places within the enterprise encourages collaboration and knowledge 
sharing while eliminating unproductive duplication.

Some improvements may not qualify as radically new inno-
vations—they add incrementally to existing situations—but even 
incremental improvements augment a company’s overall produc-
tivity and profitability. Encouraging individual employees to take 
the initiative to identify even small problems and empower them, 
through intelligent search and collaboration, to solve them contrib-
utes to innovation.

Intelligent search enables the connection of disparate types of 
information. With intelligent search, it doesn’t matter whether it’s a 
document, a spreadsheet, an email, or a video. It also doesn’t matter 
whether it’s structured or unstructured. Presenting information in 
context, understanding the meaning of information using sophisti-
cated Natural Language Processing (NLP), improving relevance by 
analyzing search queries are hallmarks of intelligent search.

Particularly during the pandemic, when new hires were unable 
to be physically in the office and lacked meeting their co-workers 
in person, intelligent search picked up the slack for the onboarding 
process. When everyone is working virtually, intelligent search 
came to the rescue by connecting people and data and by con-
necting people and people. It increased time to productivity and 
decreased churn. 

PRIVACY AND SECURITY
Collaborative innovation should not be interpreted as opening up 

every single piece of information to absolutely everybody. Privacy 
considerations and common sense dictate that some silos should 
remain restricted. The most obvious is human resources. Salary data 
and personnel records are not the types of information that should 
be spread widely throughout an organization. It should be available 
only on a “need to know” basis.

Possibly less obvious are silos of litigation information. Large 
law firms produce and preserve an amazingly vast amount of 
information about their clients’ legal activities. Respect for client 
confidentiality trumps opening up that information. Those involved 
in working on individual cases can access the data, but even others 
within the firm don’t.

Another example where privacy concerns override the desire 
to break down knowledge silos is contracts. If a company does 
business with a government agency involved in defense, security 
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concerns prevent widespread access to information contained in the 
contracts. Those with a requisite security clearance could be granted 
permission to view what is contained in that particular silo, but 
otherwise it remains locked away.

COLLABORATIVE WORKING
The trend today is towards increased openness. Transparency 

is valued. Sharing knowledge is recognized as beneficial. Innova-
tive approaches to search functionality turn information hoarding 
behavior into freely making it available, which aligns with modern 
approaches to working in a collaborative fashion. Spreading the 
wealth, not hoarding it, is rewarded. To defeat the prevalence of 
data silos created earlier in a corporate lifecycle, a change in culture 
might be required.

If a company culture is perceived as secretive, or if it actually is 
secretive, that needs to change. A culture that encourages internal 
competition rather than cooperation will not see linking data silos 
and freeing up the information within the silos as beneficial. The 
notion of a unified search solution to company problems is anti-
thetical to an organization mired in a strict hierarchical governance 
structure, where top management calls all the shots. Employees in 
these types of organizations are not accustomed to sharing informa-
tion. They are not encouraged to have a unified view of data. Plus, 
the bureaucracy involved in gaining access to individual data silos 
is more than a little off-putting. The necessity to create a chain of 
emails and attachments discourages employees from even trying to 
access, search, and analyze data outside their individual work areas. 
And that’s a shame. 

When a company’s own infrastructure puts barriers in front of em-
ployees trying to do their jobs and be productive, no one wins. Change 
management is not easy or quick, but getting management to be ready 
to let go of data silos can best be accomplished by using carrots, not 
sticks. Show that content analysis across silos has practical benefits. 
Establish the usefulness of knowledge sharing in the real world. 
Demonstrate the consequences of not managing information in terms 
of potential liabilities. Prove how ROI improves when knowledge silos 
are demolished. Call center activity is one area ripe for measurability.

TRANSFORMATIONAL SEARCH
Search does not remain static. It is constantly transforming itself, 

due to technological advances that affect searcher behaviors. From 
the search perspective, look at what people actually search for. 
Terminology changes over time. The same thing may be referred to 
differently in different areas. In the U.S., some people drink sodas, 
others drink pop, and some prefer soda pop. In the U.K., people put 
packages in the boot of their car; in the U.S., they put them in the 
trunk. Think access across time and space. 

How people regard the search process changes as technologies 
change. For one thing, search is becoming more conversational. As 
people increasingly rely on their phones and other devices, a natural 
evolution of search has been towards understanding how spoken 
language differs from typed keywords. 

Neural networks and neural search allow for huge improvements 
by combining deep learning language models with NLP. Systems 
trained using language models incorporating neural aspects provide 
greater relevance in search results. This cuts down on the amount of 
time people spend searching by cutting directly to the best answers 
to their search queries. For companies, neural search is easy to 
deploy since the models are pre-trained. 

Machine learning is another technology that has enormous im-
plications for search. It also provides a good rationale for breaking 
down knowledge and data silos. Its pattern recognition capabilities 
allow it to make predictions and suggest decisions. But machine 
learning applied to just one silo cannot accurately do either of those 
things since its knowledge base is limited to what is in just that silo. 
When machine learning can be applied across multiple silos, the 
possibilities for it to work better and add benefit across an entire 
corporate entity are greatly enhanced. 

GETTING AWAY FROM GRIM
The Grimm brothers’ rendition of classic folk tales were often, 

indeed, grim. Disney came along, lightened them up, and created 
its own myths around attractive princesses. It doesn’t require a 
full Disney makeover to ensure that intelligent search removes the 
barriers to knowledge sharing that silos impose. Through collabora-
tive innovation, companies can increase new product development, 
decrease operational costs, and improve overall productivity. Inno-
vation derives its existence from access to information, regardless 
of where it might be located. 

In an era of intelligent search, it’s time to reinvent the fairy tale. It’s 
not just about heroes and villains, not about the happy ending, although 
it is that as well. It’s about reinventing the whole concept so we can 
preserve the kingdom of knowledge. Because sometimes the princess 
doesn’t need to be rescued by a sword-wielding, handsome knight. 
Sometimes the better approach is to teach the princess the finer points 
of sword fighting. And other times the princess might be better off 
riding into the sunset on the back of the dragon. 

In search of the lost kingdom of knowledge? Be innovation  
focused. Think of the customer as the hero in the story. Concen-
trate on building scaffolds across data silos. Think additive  
layers of access. Align technology with business goals. The future 
is bright for intelligent search. It’s not just a fairy tale, not a  
work of fiction—collaborative innovation will guide you to infor-
mation gold.   ❚

Marydee Ojala is conference program director for 
Information Today, Inc. She works on conferences 
such as Enterprise Search & Discovery, which is co-lo-
cated with KMWorld, and Data Summit, among others. 
She is a frequent speaker at U.S. and international 
information professional events. In addition, she mod-
erates the popular KMWorld webinar series. Ojala is 
based in Indianapolis, Indiana and can be reached  
at marydee@infotoday.com.

“Knowledge silos are generally conceived as warehouses of discrete information.  
But people can also be siloed. Finding experts with knowledge in their  

heads rather than written down is just as valuable, if not more, than discovering  
documents, spreadsheets, or official memos.”
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Innovation and the Lost Kingdom  
of Knowledge

If fairy tales have taught us anything, 
it’s that nothing good comes from 
keeping something precious locked  
away in a tower. Yet many companies 
have some of their most precious 
assets—their organizational 
knowledge—hidden in silos. 

The impact of this invisible and 
inaccessible knowledge goes far beyond 
lost productivity and inefficiency. 
In this cautionary tale, we introduce 
collaborative innovation, explain how 

data silos thwart its progress, and touch on how organizations can 
solve the problem with intelligent search. 

THE HERO: COLLABORATIVE INNOVATION
“Innovation” is perhaps the most used term in the business 

world. It continues to be the star of websites, pitch decks, annual 
reports, and pieces like this one year after year. For a good reason: 
Innovation is essential to an organization’s success and longevity. 

Globalization has led to increased competition in both 
national and international markets. This intense competition 
demands that organizations at least maintain or, ideally, exceed 
the current standards for product quality, production technology, 
marketing, and customer experience. New ideas transform into 
commercial benefits through innovation, including positive 
changes in efficiency, productivity, quality, competitiveness, 
market share, and more. In short, through innovation, companies 
can outcompete in the global market. The alternative—settling 
for the status quo or failing to adapt to change—can have dire 
consequences. To put it another way, if you rest, you rust. Like 
Kodak, Blockbuster, and Borders (to name a few), who failed to 
innovate—and paid the price.

Innovation is how to gain a competitive edge and add new 
revenue—either from introducing something new or improving 
something existing. There is a widespread misconception that that 
“something” needs to be a product or solution. Not so.

As far back as 1998, Doblin, part of Deloitte, identified ten types 
of innovation. The ten types were bucketed into three categories: 
Configuration (focused on the foundational elements of a business), 
Offering (focused on the core products/services), and Experience 
(focused on the customer-facing aspects of the business). Only 
two of the ten innovation types fall into the Offering/product 
category. The rest include innovations to things like business model, 
structure, brand, and customer engagement. 

Just as there are different types of innovation, there are 
also unique ways to innovate for every problem or area of 
opportunity. Tasking R&D teams and making acquisitions to add 

new capabilities are common approaches, but they’re not the 
only path to finding improvements. Many companies get locked 
into one way of innovating, leading to missed opportunities or 
mismatched solutions—expanding the vision of where and  
how innovation can have an impact can deliver significant 
financial benefits.

But the simple truth is that wherever and however you 
choose to do it, innovation can’t happen without information and 
collaboration. The right knowledge in the hands of the right people 
is our hero’s superpower—but it’s not so easily obtained.

THE VILLAIN: ORGANIZATIONAL DATA SILOS 
The high walls of organizational data silos often thwart  

collaborative innovation.
By its traditional definition, a “silo” is a structure used to house 

mass quantities of material such as wheat or grain. Silos typically 
stand side by side, storing goods separately. The material within the 
silo is abundant and free-flowing, but it’s trapped.

Likewise, a data silo is a collection of data within an  
organization that stands alone. Data silos “trap” information such 
as word documents, media, metrics, feedback, financial reports, 
customer records, and contact information within disparate systems 
or business units. As a result of data silos, employees have difficulty 
accessing, searching, and analyzing data across departments.

The origins of data silos are complex. There can be several 
responsible factors, including company culture, infrastructure, and a 
lack of technology adoption.

Company culture can be responsible for creating and sustaining 
information silos. If competitiveness is prized over collaboration, 
departments are unlikely to want to share data. Or, the root might 
be less malicious. In many cases, departments are unaccustomed 
to sharing information, and until recently, having a unified view of 
data was not a common objective. As a result, employee behavior 
hasn’t adjusted to a need for communicating, sharing, and analyzing 
data across departments.

Company infrastructure may be another common cause 
of data silos. Before the advent of cloud technology, accessing 
information often required a chain of requests and attachments. 
Now, technology has made it possible–and even standard–to share 
information automatically. However, many organizations weren’t 
designed to support an open, transparent flow of information be-
tween different teams and departments.

Likewise, technology adoption (or a lack of technology  
adoption) can reinforce data silos. With technology such as machine 
learning and NLP (natural language processing), organizations can 
search, access, filter, and transform data into actionable insights. 
But many organizations have fallen behind in new technology. 
Though it has been proven to improve operational efficiency,  
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three out of 10 companies don’t have a strategy for digital [transforma-
tion. In many cases, organizations haven’t adopted technologies to 
help them search and filter data.

Finally, limited software integration can produce data silos. 
Teams often use different software to handle various needs, storing 
data in tools inaccessible to other groups (Imagine a finance team 
trying to access data generated from a marketing tool).

THE CONFLICT: INNOVATION VS. SILOS 
Progressive organizations pursue a culture of innovation by 

empowering employees to be creative. This often means shifting 
from command-and-control hierarchies to a more decentralized 
and distributed organizational structure. A looser structure 
provides employees the freedom they need to innovate. But it also 
results in disconnected employees working in silos. This is further 
compounded by the rise of the digital workplace, which separates 
employees from the organization and each other.

At the same time, data creation continues to increase at 
exponential speeds. The need to equip employees combined 
with the push for efficiency and the trend toward “everything 
online” means that everything gets its own app. These apps 
are disconnected, further limiting information access and 
collaboration.

Digital collaboration platforms (like Slack and Teams) seek 
to address this—but these platforms are not interoperable and 
still leave out most enterprise content. This, too, results in 
disconnected employees—working in silos, looking for things 
only in systems with which they are familiar.

What happens when innovation has to contend with all 
these organizational silos? Silos prevent information flow and 
block connections, making it difficult for employees to find the 
knowledge and experts they need, resulting in wasted time, missed 
insights, and lost opportunities. The ideation process is hindered, 
and innovation blunted.

Harkening back to the beginning of this piece, we know that 
a lack of collaborative innovation can have damaging long-term 
consequences on your company–including losing competitive 
ground, stunting growth, and threatening long-term viability.

THE RESOLUTION: INTELLIGENT SEARCH SAVES THE DAY
For collaborative innovation to succeed, these silos need to be 

demolished. But before breaking down information silos in your 
organization, you must first identify them. Several signs point to 
the existence of data silos in your organization. Some of these 
symptoms are cultural; others are more structural.

If your teams aren’t collaborating or setting common goals, 
data silos may be to blame. When teams aren’t able to access the 
same information, they can’t get a complete and accurate  

picture of what’s going on. This can make it challenging to 
collaborate and set goals. It can also feed an unhealthy culture 
of blame-shifting within an organization. When one team is 
underperforming, a lack of transparency can make it easy to blame 
another team for inefficiency.

If you find that many of your teams are initiating similar projects 
or using similar software systems, that can be evidence of a lack of 
integration. Sharing data keeps teams on the same page–and keeps 
them as efficient as possible when making improvements, solving 
problems, or adopting new systems.

You’ll want to make a case against data silos to change company 
culture around information flow. The best way to do that? Present 
the benefits of building a data approach that’s collaborative, 
transparent, and efficient. 

A clear, comprehensive view of all available information  
puts employees on an unobstructed path to innovation. Part of  
this is the ability to glean insight from structured data (such as 
customer metrics) and unstructured data (such as media and text). 
Another part is identifying experts across the organization with 
which to collaborate.

Informing Innovation With Intelligent Search
Intelligent search is the solution for achieving a unified  

view of disparate and disconnected data. Intelligent search 
connects highly innovative organizations without compromising 
creativity. Organizations benefit by linking stakeholders to 
knowledge and experts by intelligently mining and surfacing 
information and insights. Intelligent search provides an automated 
approach to:

3  Connect all content, regardless of format, location, or 
language (both text and data, structured and unstructured)

3  Derive meaning via sophisticated Natural Language 
Processing technology

3  Learn from user interactions to continuously improve 
relevancy

3  Present information in context
3  Solve content chaos and informs employees through a single, 

secure interface 
3  Give employees the knowledge, expertise, and insights 

needed to make informed decisions and do faster

As the connector and facilitator of content across your 
organization, intelligent search: 

3  Smooths the innovation process by saving time
3  De-risks the process by improving accuracy and ensuring 

compliance 

“Innovation is how to gain a competitive edge and add new revenue—either from 
introducing something new or improving something existing. There is a widespread 

misconception that that ‘something’ needs to be a product or solution. Not so.”
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3  Supports all types of innovation, from new products to 
streamlined processes and beyond

HAPPILY EVER AFTER
What happens to organizations that break down silos and 

achieve collaborative innovation? A few real-world examples 
show how intelligent search can accelerate innovation, reduce 
rework, foster collaboration, ensure compliance, and increase 
productivity. 

Global pharmaceutical brand AstraZeneca needed to surface new 
biological insights to increase R&D innovation and productivity. 
By employing intelligent search across both scientific and corporate 
content, they:

3  Improved productivity via superior findability and accuracy 
of knowledge and experts within the company

3  Increased revenue by reducing time-to-market for new products
3  Empowered innovation by leveraging both internal and 

external data for better market insights

Global technology company KLA struggled with rising costs 
due to a high volume of returned parts. Intelligent search helped 
field engineers locate the information they needed to order the right 
parts by uniting disparate pools of knowledge. The results of this 
initiative included:

3  Decreased costs by providing field engineers with access  
to previously unfindable information, resulting in fewer 
returned parts

3  Increased competitive edge by unlocking access to the 70% 
of their unstructured and previously unsearchable data

Engineers from NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center were 
frustrated with the time it took to locate mission-critical pieces of 
information across a series of internal engineering applications, 
non-engineering apps, and external resources. With intelligent 
search, they were able to unify mission information from complex 
PLM instances into insight apps for Missions, Parts, Logistics, and 
more. This resulted in:

3  Improved productivity by providing secure real-time access 
to critical data and logistics

3  Increased efficiency by enabling the reuse of previously 
undiscoverable content and data trapped in multiple 
repositories

3  Accelerated innovation by optimizing the capabilities of 
NASA’s scientific, engineering, and business communities

About Sinequa  
Sinequa serves both large and complex organizations with the most complete 
enterprise search, ever. Customers employ our intelligent search platform to connect  
all content (both text and data), derive meaning, learn from user interactions, and 
present information in context. This solves content chaos and informs employees 
through a single, secure interface. They get the knowledge, expertise, and insights 
needed to make informed decisions and do more, faster. These organizations  
accelerate innovation, reduce rework, foster collaboration, ensure compliance, 
and increase productivity. Become Information-Driven™ with Sinequa. For more 
information, visit www.sinequa.com.

“What happens when innovation has to contend with all these organizational silos?  
Silos prevent information flow and block connections, making it difficult for employees  

to find the knowledge and experts they need, resulting in wasted time, missed  
insights, and lost opportunities. The ideation process is hindered, and innovation blunted.” 


